Monday 18th January 2021
Year 4
Maths

Reading

The Explorer
What you are going to read:
It’s the most beautiful fire said Lila. Can we eat now said Max I’m
starving! Fred scratched around (scrabbled) to find a flat stone. They
divided the paste into four and put it onto the stone. The pancakes
started to bubble, and they smell like shoe said Con. There probably
done said Con. One of the trees had big leaves which they used for
plates. It was warm and gooey. We should probably eat it hot said
Fred so we don’t taste it. He took a bite. It tastes uncomfortably
(disconcertingly) like animal. It was starting to get dark. Embarrassed
Con said she was going to use the toilet (lavatory) and they found a
spot behind a tree. The trees were huge (immense) Lilia made a joke
and everyone started laughing. Max’s laughter sent his snot into the
open space (glade). Fred had an idea to build a raft. It was like the
sound of the river told him to do something (summons). There sleep
hadn’t been great. Fred had woken screaming at dawn. We can make
the raft from wood. I’ve read books about it. Explorers went down
(cascaded) the river on them. They also would shout things but that
you didn’t have to do that (not compulsory). Why do we need a raft?
said Con. It would get us out of here to Manus so we could get home.
On a raft? Con couldn’t believe it. Con wasn’t impressed. Fred was
getting frustrated (exasperated) with her not wanting to do anything.
Con thinks that if they stay where they are that people will come and
find them. Lila says that they would die because the rainforest is SO
big that they wouldn’t find them. Con thought that they could send
smoke signals. But Lila said that if they did that it would burn down
half the jungle and that fire would kill them. It might not be a good
idea to build a raft, but it’s the only one that they have. The raft took
a long time. When pulling branches of the trees Fred found it
enjoyable (satisfying).

Step one: Write the date
Monday 18th January 2021
Step two: Read the questions
Step three: Answer the questions below
Questions:
1) How did Fred cook the food? Pg 1
2) What did the river sound like? Pg4
3) Why do they need to build a raft? Pg 5
4) What does Fred stomach do when people argue? Pg 7
5) Who do you agree with about the raft Fred and Lila or Con?
Why?
Vocab:
Scrabbled – scratched around with his hands
Disconcertingly – uncomfortably
Lavatory -toilet
Immense - huge
Glade – open space
Summons – to do something
Cascaded- going down the river
Compulsory- you have to do it
Exasperated – frustrated
Satisfying- good feeling
Top Tip
Remember capital letters, full stops and always answer in full
sentences!
Step four:
Re read pages 3,4 and 5 focus on expression.

Writing

Step one: Write the date and underline
Monday 18th January 2021
Step two: write our learning objective and underline
To find the features of a non-chronological report.
Step three:
Go onto DB primary and watch the video on the jungle.
Watch the beginning for 2 mins, then skip to 12:06 for a
minute. Finally, skip to 16:38 and watch it for two minutes.
This is what we are going to be writing our Nonchronological report on. As we are learning about the
Amazon in Geography. We want to tell the year 3s who are
going to learn about it next year how great and exciting it is.
Step four:
The features of a non-chronological report are:
1) Introduction – this is general overview on what the
report is on and a did you know fact.
2) Main body – this should have three subheadings about
different things you are writing about.
3) Conclusion- summarises three points from the
subheadings.

Step five: You’re turn
In my model text about the Nile – you are going to find
and highlight the three features of a non- chronological
report.
Check List:
Introduction
Did you know fact
Subheading one
Subheading two
Subheading three
Conclusion
Summary

The River Nile
The river Nile is over thirty million years old. Tourist travel to the Nile every year due to its
historical importance as it allowed the ancient Egyptians to start their lives there.
Furthermore, it also provides a home to many species of animals and plants. Did you know
that the Nile is approximately 4132 miles long? That makes it the longest river in the world.
Location
Where the river Nile starts is not certain. It runs through Egypt and many other countries in
Africa. Some people think that it originates in Burundi. The water in the Nile comes from the
White Nile and the Blue Nile. The White Nile water comes from Lake Victoria, which is in
Africa, whilst the Blue Nile water comes from Lake Tana in Ethiopia.
The life of the Nile
In the past the Nile was the source of life for the ancient Egyptians. It played an important
part in allowing the first humans to settle and live on its banks around 5000 BC. In addition,
the riverbanks were also filled with a reed called papyrus, which was turned into a kind of
paper. Furthermore, the ancient Egyptians also used these reeds to build the boats that they
would use to transport people, goods and materials up and down the river. The ancient
Egyptians would use the river to catch fish with spears and nets as well as catch birds that
came to the water. Nowadays the Nile is a huge tourist attraction which creates money for
Egypt and the neighbouring countries. Today the river continues to be a great source for
transportation and trade routes connecting Africa with locations in Europe and beyond.
Climate
On average the Nile floods every year. This happens because the melting snow on the
Ethiopian mountains and the summer rain is what caused the flood. First, the water would
rush down the Nile and into Egypt where it would burst the banks and flow onto all the
nearby flat fields. In addition, the farmers would then build mud-brick reservoirs to keep the
water in. However, they would then build canals to allow the water to flow near their land
to make it easy to move to the crops.
To conclude, not everyone is sure where the river Nile starts, but some people think that it
is starts from Burundi. Secondly, The Nile was a source of life for the Egyptians. It helped
them with food and water. As well as that, the farmer’s built banks to help stop the flood of
the river and to allow the water to flow to their crops.

Humanities
Lesson 3

What are tropical rainforests and
where are they found?
Key Knowledge

Key Vocabulary

•

A tropical rainforest is an area with tall evergreen trees

•

tropical rainforest

•

They have hot temperatures and high amounts of rainfall

•

rainfall

•

This climate is consistent all year round

•

temperature

•

Tropical rainforests are located along the Equator – in the
equatorial climate zone

•

humid

•

consistent

•

The Amazon Rainforest is the largest tropical rainforest

•

natural defence

•

There are other tropical rainforests across the world

•

climate change

•

equator
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Knowledge Quiz 3.2

1. How many countries are on mainland South America (including territories)?
10

11

12

13

France

Bolivia

Chile

Paraguay

2. Which of these are not a South American country?
Italy

Brazil

3. Which of these are South American countries?
Peru

Suriname

4. Which of these countries is a territory of another country?
Venezuela

Guyana

French Guiana

Uruguay

5. Which of these are examples of human geography?
trade

population

religion
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language

Have
	
you heard of any types of forest before? What do you know
about them?

What is a tropical rainforest?
In some places around the world, where the
land falls close to the Equator, it rains almost
every day and is hot throughout the year. In
those places, the air is humid and there are
large areas of thick, lush forests. Those forests
are known as tropical rainforests and they are
essential to the life within them but also to the
life on Earth. Tropical rainforests only cover a
small fraction of the planet, but they are one
of our best natural defences against climate
change because they can take and absorb
harmful gases from the air.
The climate within a tropical rainforest is consistent all year around. The warm temperatures and
high levels of rainfall mean they are the perfect place for plants to grow. The wide range of plants
then mean that many different species of animals, birds and insects can also survive in those
tropical rainforests. In fact, they are home to half of all the living animals and plants on Earth.

How would you describe the forests of a tropical rainforest?

How would you describe the climate of a tropical rainforest?

Why are tropical rainforests so important?

Sort
	
the words and phrases into those that do describe a tropical
rainforest and those that do not describe a tropical rainforest.
Tropical Rainforest

Not a Tropical Rainforest

Where are the world’s tropical rainforests located?
The world’s tropical rainforests are located
close to the Equator, in the equatorial climate
zone. They are found in many different places
across the world including Central and South
America, western and central Africa, western
India, Southeast Asia, the island of New Guinea,
and Australia. The largest of the rainforests
are those found in South America, Africa and
southeast Asia. They are known as the Amazon
Rainforest, the Congolese Rainforest, the New
Guinea Rainforest and The Heart of Borneo.
The Amazon Rainforest, as we know, is located in South America and is the world’s largest tropical
rainforest. It is so large, that it covers almost 4⁄10 of the continent. The countries the Amazon
Rainforest spans are: Brazil, Peru, Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia, Guyana, Suriname and
French Guiana. This is nine out of the thirteen South American countries. The map here shows you
how far the Amazon Rainforest spans. You can see that most of the rainforest is in Brazil but parts
do stretch into the other countries.
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Year 4 Unit 3: Lesson 3

close to the
Equator

changing climate

hot

lots of rainfall

dry air

little sunlight

consistent climate

lots of animals

lots of sunlight

lots of trees and
plants

little rainfall

far from the
Equator

not many trees
and plants

humid air

cold

not many animals

